Identifying the artistic origin of the vegetal ornamentation on marble characterizing the Aziza Bey palace has become an important issue in a research concerning Ottoman architecture in Algiers. This palace, whose construction dates back to the 16th century, represents a wonderful architectural legacy from an era that was well-known for the cultural exchanges between the two shores of the Mediterranean. Following an original approach, this study aims to provide an answer to this question using observation, literature, and digitization (photogrammetry, CAD). We focused on the vegetal ornamentation of a couple of marble doors and window frames inside the palace in order to interpret them according to two complementary contexts: metaphysical and parametric. This research has revealed completely novel results concerning the oriental origin of floral ornamentation, specifically Anatolian, composed of Rumi and Hatayi. In addition, the occidental origin of fruit, flower, and foliage ornamentation is specific to the Italian Renaissance. These two registers are characterized by symbolic expressions highly significant to each culture.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Ottoman Regency’s capital, Algiers (figure 1), had a remarkable social diversity in the 16th century. Local citizens coexisted with Janissaries and Christian captives from Europe, as well as Moriscos, who had been forced out of Spain [1][2]. The Ottoman authorities constructed the first buildings in the lower part of Medina with the help and participation of this cosmopolitan population. These buildings comprised religious buildings, economic establishments, administrative buildings, and, notably, the Palatine complex of the Dj’niña «Dar Al-Sultan» [1][3][4][5][6]. This vast palace of governance (figure 2) exhibited a new ornamental style that contrasted with the conventional local architecture [1][7]. This style, which incorporated marble decorative elements (columns or frames), was influenced by local, Western, and Eastern origins.

The only surviving remnant of the “Dj’niña” today is the Aziza Bey palace, which escaped the massive destruction operations that French military engineers carried out to restructure the urban fabric of the city [6]. The head of the Constantine Province, Radjeb Bey, built this palace between 1666 and 1672 for his wife Aziza, the daughter of Cayid Ahmed Ben Ramdan [8]. However, some other accounts claim that in the mid-18th century, the Dey Hussein gave this Palace to his favorite daughter, Aziza, as a wedding gift when she married the Bey of Constantine [9][10]. It later became (18th-19th centuries) a residence for beys, ambassadors, and Christian captive redeemers. It was listed as a historic monument in 1887 after the diocese took over [10]. Since 1992, it has been part of the protected area of Algiers’ old city, turned into a museum and classified by UNESCO as a world heritage site.
The marble decoration of the Aziza Bey palace is a promising and underexplored research topic. The reason for this is the lack of historical data to explain the context of this palace, especially its ornamental aspects. The decoration displays a diverse and sophisticated vocabulary on site. It also shows the cultural influences of various regions that interacted with the Ottoman world in the Mediterranean during its expansion to Europe (16th-17th centuries). It was a transition period in Ottoman architecture, characterized by the introduction of new Western styles, which were also influenced by Eastern artistic trends.

The origin of marble ornamentation in Ottoman architecture in Algiers is uncertain, but the hypothesis of a Western influence is highly plausible. Most textual sources about this port city mention Italy as the sole supplier of marble and state that it was pre-worked in the workshops of Genoa and Livorno. However, recent studies based on the systematic analysis of the Ottoman administration archives in Algiers reveal valuable evidence of orders for raw marble shaped on-site. Therefore, the question arises: was the marble ornamentation in Ottoman architecture in Algiers either Occidental or Oriental?

This study aims to trace the artistic origin of the Ottoman ornamentation on the marble decorative elements in the Medina of Algiers, with a special focus on the vegetal motifs on the marble frames of the Aziza Bey palace (doors and windows). The study seeks to explore the creative and symbolic significance of these motifs and to identify their artistic sources by examining the ornamentation from the 15th to 18th centuries, a period marked by the Renaissance in the West and Ottoman dominance in the East.

2. METHODS

This work’s originality lies in its approach. It aims to examine the vegetal ornament in its complete composition and contextualize it allegorically and stylistically within the various artistic trends that emerged in the history of Ottoman architecture in Algiers. The examination is set in two contexts:

- **The metaphysical context:** the vegetal ornamentation of the frames will be analyzed metaphysically to identify the allegorical meanings of the main motifs. This analysis requires a systematic review of previous studies that explored the symbolic significance of the art of ornamentation, as well as a comparative examination of the models that influenced Ottoman Anatolian ornamentation and the Italian Renaissance.

- **The parametric context:** this involves examining the geometric tracings and proportional logics, to technically confirm the artistic origin of the frames analyzed. This analysis requires a literature review of the main
parameters involved in the tracing of vegetal ornamentation in these two major artistic currents [27][28][29][30], in addition to observation and careful tracing of the frames analyzed.

This study uses photogrammetry as the optimal digital acquisition device. It is an essential software tool for architectural heritage issues, especially for 3D modeling operations [31]. Using an SLR camera and 3D modeling software makes obtaining detailed models of the surveyed object possible while preserving its actual physical state, such as in the case of ornamentation [32]. Our approach starts by cross-referencing photogrammetrically modeled data with CAD tools. The result of this cross-referencing enables us to retrace the modeled ornament to ensure artistic and parametric assessments of its composition [33].

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

A. RESULT

a. PRESENTATION OF THE STUDY OBJECT

The Aziza Bey palace is located in the Place of Martyrs, opposite the Ketchawa mosque (figure 3). Its current entrance is on the North side. The palace has a slightly elongated square floor plan, with two levels (ground floor and first floor), a basement, and a patio in the middle (Figures 4 and 5). It also has a small garden facing the Place of Martyrs; this green space reflects the history of a vanished part of the Dj’nina. The French occupation of the city caused urban restructuring, especially in the royal quarter (1830 - 1855), which led to the demolition of the Douira, an annex to the Aziza Bey palace (a residential area for servants or foreigners)[8]. Therefore, its main access and some of its interior spaces were modified according to the new road layout and public spaces. Its proximity to the Ketchawa mosque, which was converted into Algiers cathedral, saved it from total destruction and gave it the function of the seat of the Diocese of Algiers in 1832. Its classification as a historic monument in 1887 was a reaction to preserve its artistic values, especially those of its interior spaces, from further damage [10].

The palace is a prototype of the introverted Moorish residential architecture (figure 6), typical of the Mediterranean region [8] [34]. Its various spaces are arranged around the square-shaped patio, surrounded by galleries on all four sides, forming two vertical layers.

Figure 3. The location of the Dj’nina royal complex, including the Aziza Bey palace, the plan of the Algiers city dating from 1816 [10].

The first layer consists of horseshoe-arched arcades supported by white marble columns, with Corinthian capitals on twisted or half-twisted shafts on the ground and upper floors, respectively. The second layer comprises four walls that contribute to the interior’s decorative atmosphere through the rhythmic interplay of doors and windows in the main spaces (rooms) facing the patio (figure 4 and 5), as well as the remarkable ornamentation of the finely sculpted marble frames around these openings on three sides.

A careful observation of this ornamentation reveals an artistic language inspired by nature (figure 6). The choice and arrangement of motifs seem to reflect a deeply metaphysical spirit, which has played a crucial role in the development of past arts, especially those that were shaped under religious influence [35], such as Christianity and Islam. Adopting this ideology had one purpose: to use art, even ornamentation in the first place, to memorize historical events, myths, and religious and socio-cultural beliefs effectively [24], [36].
b. VEGETAL ORNAMENTATION ON MARBLE: THE ART OF EASTERN AND WESTERN INFLUENCES COMBINED

The Quran has influenced the metaphysical context of Islamic vegetal ornamentation, as it contains numerous references to plants, vegetables, fruits, and even flowers [37]. On the other hand, the plant repertoire of Christian ornamentation was inspired by antiquity and shaped by Neoplatonic thought [38]. Its original metaphysical inspiration was strongly expressed in the miniature frames of the illusionist manuscript "Hours of Catherine of Cleves", published in the late 14th century [25][39][40], as well as in the
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Illustrations created by the protagonist Poliphile [41]. These publications include many mythological expressions about plants and their significant roles in human life, referring to the Christian belief that God created each plant for a specific purpose, whether aesthetic or curative [40].

Vegetal ornamentation did not originate with Islam or Christianity. It existed since the Assyrian era and then developed in the classical arts of Egypt, Greece and Rome [22]. With the influence of the Persians and Pagans, and later the Sassanids, the ornamentation gained a rich floral vocabulary [42].

However, the Islamic prohibition of depicting living beings was the main driver for creating stylized vegetal ornamentation using geometry, which was initiated by the Seljuks, and advanced by the Ottomans, who enriched this new artistic form [43]. On the contrary, Euclidean theories on divine proportion as a fundamental principle of aesthetic beauty, especially in architecture, led to the establishment of canons for optimal proportions in artworks [30], [44]. Between the 15th and 18th centuries, a group of Western artists known as antique sculptors, such as Pisano, Donatello, and the Della Robbias, introduced a new type of ornamental art [45]. This new style featured the reproduction of antique motifs, conceived in a more realistic and conventional way, using the rules of the golden ratio Phi (Φ) and dynamic ratios (v2 and v5) [27].

c. FLOWERS, FRUIT, AND FOLIAGE AS THE MAIN MOTIFS OF VEGETAL ORNAMENTATION ON MARBLE AT THE OTTOMAN PALACE, AZIZA BEY:

The vegetal element, especially floral, in the decoration of a space evokes the feminine realm of the gift of life [46]. It is the case of the Aziza Bey palace, built in honor of a woman. Inside the palace, the carved calligraphic inscription above the upstairs entrance is from an Andalusian poem (figure 7), expressing the building's luxurious status within the Djénina. Indeed, the expression "Saäd Al-Sa’ud", referring to the season from February 25 to March 10, when spring begins to blossom [47], provides a perfect illustration of the sophisticated vegetal ornamentation on marble (figure 8).

Therefore, two primordial ornamental registers emerge on most marble frames inside the Aziza Bey palace. The first consists exclusively of floral ornamentation, as in the case of the window frames overlooking the patio, while the second includes fruit, flowers, and foliage, as in the case of most of the doorframes that also overlook the patio.
B. DISCUSSION
The metaphysical context as a verifying indicator of the artistic origin of the vegetal ornamentation of Aziza Bey palace.

a. Register 01: floral ornamentation of a marble window frame
The first frame under the analysis belongs to the window of the upper-floor room (Figures 9 and 10). The floral motifs in this context draw inspiration from Islamic art, particularly the Ottoman tradition, where primary motifs encompass clove or pomegranate flowers, tulips, lotuses, roses, rooster’s crests, and various palm leaves [16][23][48]. Undoubtedly, the symbolic context is profoundly embedded in this registry, as the incorporation of vegetal motifs in Islamic art evokes the imagery of paradise and its everlasting gardens [24]. Additionally, Sufism has significantly influenced Ottoman art’s spiritual and religious underpinnings. Adhering to the principle of abstaining from depicting living creations, all artworks must reflect the sacred connection between the Creator, Allah, and humanity [24].

Conversely, the floral motif symbolizes fertility, and its magnificence parallels the pearls adorning the hours of paradise [24][49]. Among the prominently featured flowers in this registry, the tulip holds a preeminent position. With its physiognomy reminiscent of the letters of the Creator’s name, Allah یammad, the Ottomans gave it the mysterious name Lalleh or lâle, expressing eternal love and human attachment to the Creator [23][50].

The arrangement of the floral motifs in this frame is subject to a carefully considered logic (figure 10). The artist’s message is symbolically justified as follows (table 1):

- A clove, considered a key attribute of Sufism [23], tops the frame's vertical axis of symmetry.
- This clove is situated between two downward-facing tulips, symbolizing the Ottoman world’s submission to Sufism [50].
- The pomegranate flower dominates the four corners of the frame. This flower, reminiscent of paradise [51], is often mistaken for the lotus floating on water, which signifies asceticism, and the basil flower as the secondary attribute of Sufism [23]. In Sufi thought, basil represents the pure soul that ascends to its Creator, like Rihanna. That is why its ornamentation is carved high, looking up to its Creator. It is a plant of paradise [50]. Quranic translators also interpret it in Surah Al-Rahman, verse 12-13: “He laid out the earth for all beings. And grain with husks, and basil. Then which of your Lord's favors will you ˹humans and jinn˺ both deny?” which means that it represents all the sustenance and blessings that God has created for human beings. Other significances of basil in Islamic art are reflected in Surah Al-
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Waq’iah, verse 88-89: «Then, if he be of the near believers, then for him are Rawh (soul/mercy), Rayhan (basil), and Garden of Delights». Its symbolism here represents all kinds of good smells that are pleasing to the soul and remind us of the heavenly air [52][53].

- The rose adorns both sides of the frame’s horizontal axis of symmetry. It represents the symbol of the Prophet Mohammed (PBUH) in reference to the prophetic Hadith: «Whoever would smell my scent, let him smell the rose». Moreover, the rose known as “Warda” is only mentioned in Surah Al-Rahman 37: «When the heaven shall be cleft asunder, and become rose red, like stained leather». While the rose known as “Zahra” is often attached to the name of Fatima “Az-Zahra”, the only daughter of the Holy Prophet (PBUH), corresponding as inspiration to the light soaring to the heavens [54]. Thus, the word Zahra is exclusively present in Surah Taha 131 in the Quran, in which it signifies the splendor of worldly life through which Gods tested the non-believers. As follows: «Do not let your eyes crave what We have allowed some of the disbelievers to enjoy; the ‘fleeting’ splendor of this worldly life, which We test them with. But your Lord’s provision ‘in the Hereafter’ is far better and more lasting» [55].

- Lotus blossoms follow the curved line of the ornamentation’s master stem. This line consists of interconnected curves, upon which the lotus blossoms appear repeatedly at the beginning and end of each curve. It symbolizes the pursuit of God and the notion that «He is the First and the Last» (Quranic verse, Surah Al-Hadid, 3) [56].

- All tulips face inward, signifying Ottoman predominance and submission simultaneously towards the center of the frame.

- The clove and pomegranate flowers face outward, emphasizing their spiritual connection with the divine upper world, symbolized by paradise.

- The cock’s crest is also an emblem of Ottoman sovereignty and an attribute of the Sultan. Its shape often leads to confusion with another flower known as “The Sultan’s turban” [16].

- The fruiting plants motifs chosen, like pomegranate and grapes, serve as a reminder of God’s numerous blessings to human beings, as subjectively mentioned in the Holy Quran, such as in Surah Al-An’am 99: «It is He, Who sends down water (rain) from the sky, and with it, We bring forth vegetation of all kinds, and out of it, We bring forth green stalks, from which We bring forth thick clustered grain. And out of the date-palm and its spathe come forth clusters of dates hanging low and near, and gardens of grapes, olives, and pomegranates, each similar (in kind) yet different (in variety and taste). Look at their fruits, when they begin to bear, and the ripeness thereof. Verily, in these things there are signs for a people, who believe», and in Surah Al-Rahman 88: «Then, if he be of the near believers, then for him are Rawh (soul/mercy), Rayhan (sweet basil), and Garden of Delights » [57].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flower</th>
<th>Motif on marble</th>
<th>Expression</th>
<th>Signification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clove</td>
<td>Sufism</td>
<td>Ottoman Identity</td>
<td>Divine love</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulip (Lāle)</td>
<td>Asceticism Sufism</td>
<td>Prophet Mohammed (PBUH)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lotus</td>
<td>Pomegranate flowers</td>
<td>Ottoman supremacy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rose</td>
<td>Palm leaves</td>
<td>Paradise</td>
<td>Paradise</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b. Register 02: Fruit, flower, and foliage ornamentation on a marble doorframe

Fruit, flowers, and foliage ornamentation can be observed on most doorframes overlooking the palace patio (Figures 8 and 11). This decorative register includes cascades or bouquets along the vertical axis of each pilaster and in scrollwork on each corner of the doorframe. The second marble frame under the analysis is that of the main door leading to the ground floor. The ornamentation on this particular frame (figure 11) exhibits a distinctly Western appearance, as this style of ornamentation reached its zenith during the Italian Renaissance, drawing inspiration from sarcophagi inherited from antiquity [35]. Consequently, the metaphysical context undoubtedly influences the composition of this decorative register, particularly influenced by the Christian theory of “the plant interprets its use.” Indeed, Western artists have frequently employed this theory to rationalize their selection and arrangement of motifs in their ornamental works [58].
A meticulous analysis of this register (figure 12) has allowed us to interpret the symbolic significance of each vegetal motif in accordance with Christian theory as follows:

- On the spandrels: The soft acanthus leaf, paired with its flower, represents the legendary emblem of antiquity. Their interweaving creates an effect of convergence and divergence.
- On the pilasters: Various types of vegetation appear suspended, held together by ribbons at the top of each bouquet. These bouquets convey a sense of readiness for gifting [59].
- The various fruits employed: These symbolize the emblem of Ceres and signify regeneration. The examples include pomegranates, grapes, and figs [40].
- Aromatic fruits, such as lemons, quinces, and apricots, represent the fragrances of paradise. They represent the fruits of the "tree of the knowledge of good and evil", with pinecones symbolizing eternity [60].
- The apple represents the fall of humanity, often accompanied by the strawberry as a symbol of Christ's passion [25].
- Floral elements: Emerge at the beginning of the fall with the lily flower, evoking Western Christian identity and representing the Virgin Mary’s primary attribute [40]. At the end of the fall, the tulip signifies the Ottoman emblem. These two flowers express the two opposing superpowers that held dominion over the world during that period: Europe and the Ottoman Empire.
- The choice to position the lily at the top, in contrast to the tulip: Likely alludes to political rhetoric.
- The frequent use of triple vegetal motifs: Corresponds to the consecration of the Trinity.
- The arrangement of the ornamental falls into four plant bouquets: Symbolizing the four seasons of the Gregorian year [61].
The parametric context as a confirmatory indicator of the artistic origin of the vegetal ornamentation of the Aziza Bey palace:

a. **Register 01: Rumi-Hatayi floral ornamentation as an oriental artistic origin**

A parametric examination of the ornamentation on a window-frame entablature confirms its Islamic identity within its register (figure 13), revealing the following characteristics:

- The ornamentation, as a whole, conveys a sense of infinity and limitlessness. The motif remains so repetitive that discerning its precise starting or ending point becomes virtually impossible [56].
- Its composition reveals a geometric logic, primarily rooted in the circle, which is the fundamental form of Islamic art. The circle symbolizes the universe, with its center denoting Mecca and thus corresponding to the act of pilgrimage [27][62].
- The banner's surface is rectangular (length = 4 x width) and divided into an orthogonal grid using four identical squares. The intersection of the axes of each square establishes the center of the circle, with the circle's diameter matching the square's side length within which it is inscribed.
- Alternating circles are vertically indented by the tangent, with the indentation measuring a quarter of the circle's diameter.
- The curved line is created using these alternating circles, representing the ornamentation's guiding line.
- Each flower is positioned in the center of gravity of the circle in which it is drawn.
- All ornamentation must ensure a balance between full and empty (full/empty = 50%) [16][29][48].
- The selection of harmonious motifs, proportionally scaled and interconnected through tangents, is outlined using circles and concentric radial lines. These motifs are gradually integrated into the ornamental composition [16][63].
- The scrolling of the various motifs follows the guiding line, materializing the master stem from which the minor stems gradually extend [27][64]. Nonetheless, the Ottoman character prominently manifests itself through the stylistic elements of ornamentation, whether in the composition of Hatayi-floral forms or the incorporation of palm leaves abstracted from Rumi’s zoomorphic designs. These two styles collectively epitomize the artistic representation of Anatolian vegetal ornamentation [16].

Figure 13. Parametric analysis of the ornamental composition of the upper entablature of the marble window frame; from figure (a) to (f): ornamental tracing process
b. **Register 02: Italian Renaissance vegetal ornamentation as an Occidental artistic origin**

A parametric analysis of the ornamental composition of the doorframe (figure 15 and 16) affirms the utilization of mathematical principles derived from the laws of proportion that came back into vogue in the Italian Renaissance [30], [65], explained as follows:

- The incorporation of Doric elements, including dynamic and equilateral triangles in spandrel tracing, employs circles and adheres to bilateral symmetry.
- Mathematical ratios such as (√2 and √5), along with the golden ratio (Φ), play a pivotal role in strategically positioning the primary intersecting lines within the composition, notably in the placement of the floral motifs [27][28].
- The interlacing of curves is meticulously adjusted, often employing tangents or relying on the artist's expertise, who may influence the shape of the ornamental surface.
- Each pilaster’s surface is subdivided into an orthogonal grid using Doric triangles [28].
- The ratio between full and empty is also conceived proportionally through the use of the golden ratio (Φ) [27][28].
- The arrangement of motifs within the ornamentation adheres to the principles of decorative composition, encompassing aspects like balance, repetition, alternation, and rhythm [27][28].
- The number of fruits in the various bouquets increases rhythmically from top to bottom, from two to five, often alternating between three small leaves at the top and two large leaves at the bottom.

This rhythmic arrangement is a recurring motif in the vegetal ornamentation of the Italian Renaissance (15th-18th centuries), further confirming the occidental artistic origin of this style. In contrast, the design of vegetal motifs in Occidental art is often characterized as 'hand-drawn,' particularly in the case of fruit, flower, and foliage motifs, which fall under the category of figurative motifs. This complexity justifies the challenge of precisely discerning the tracing process for pilaster ornamentation. Conversely, geometrical motifs are constructed using relatively clear and readily reproducible diagrams, primarily crafted with the aid of a ruler and compass, as exemplified by the motifs inscribed on the spandrel.
4. CONCLUSION

Although ornament brings no real contribution to the structure or functionality of the element in which it appears, it remains one of architecture's recognized expressions. It remains an indispensable key to the historical and artistic identification of art and artifacts. A detailed examination of the vegetal ornamentation on marble in the Aziza Bey palace, one of the few remaining examples of early palatial architecture in Ottoman Algiers, reveals the careful choice of motifs. Ultimately, it reflects the imaginative and artistic progress of a cosmopolitan workforce. This last was indoctrinated into two transversal arts from the East and the West. Identifying the artistic origin of the vegetal ornamentation on marble in the Aziza Bey palace has long been a crucial issue in research concerning Ottoman architecture in Algiers. It was due to its history, which remained as strange as it was missing.

Figure 16. (a) parametric spandrel analysis (b) spandrel tracing process (c) parametric pilaster analysis
This study provides an original approach to answering this question using observation, literature, and digitization (photogrammetry, CAD). From there, the interpretation of ornament proceeds in two complementary directions: metaphysical and parametric. The object of study was two marble frames for doors and windows inside the Aziza Bey palace. The results objectively affirm that the Aziza Bey palace possesses an ornamental vocabulary combining Oriental and Occidental influences.

Oriental artistic origins appear in the first frame analyzed - register 01 -, inspired by its Anatolian style Rumi-Hatayi, created from zoomorphic stylization and floral abstraction. Its ornamental register is rich in floral motifs, long favored in Ottoman art. It is due to their symbolic value, as in the case of the tulip, the clove, the lotus, the pomegranate blossom, the cock’s crest, and many other flowers that identify Ottoman culture as either a religious attribute or a symbol of identity. The thoughtful arrangement of these different motifs has given rise to a metaphysical expression through which the Muslim artist relates his sacred feelings to the spiritual world without adopting the figurative representation that Islam has prevented since its inception.

The parametric analysis of its ornamental composition further confirms its Islamic Ottoman identity through the presence of the orthogonal grid, the exclusive use of the circle, the balance between full and empty, and the perfect symmetry, either bilateral or quadrilateral.

The occidental origin is recognized in the second frame analyzed - register 02 - relating to the main door on the ground floor. This identification reveals the presence of the three main components of the vegetal arabesque (fruit, flowers, and foliage), which came back into vogue in Italian Renaissance art. The doorframe in question features a series of bouquets of vegetal motifs linked together by overlapping ribbons, arranged in various ways, either by repetition, alternation, or variety over the entire scroll. The use of fruit signifies wealth and comfort, and their arrangement follows the succession of the four seasons of the Gregorian year. Meanwhile, flowers and leaves refer to the legendary language of Christian culture, dating back to late antiquity. However, it is not necessarily that every ornament conveys a meaning or message; sometimes, it is simply an effect of artistic diligence or desire.

Divine proportion as the guiding principle in the creation of this register further confirms its occidental Italian identity. The golden ratio (Φ) in the design of basic shapes, such as the triangle and rectangle, and the balance between full and empty, supports this argument. The arrangement of motifs in the falls of pilaster ornaments is a way of imposing the main laws of decorative composition on ornamentation, such as balance, repetition, alternation, and rhythm.

The study of marble ornamentation in the Ottoman architecture of Algiers, particularly the Aziza Bey palace, requires further investigation. These will certainly enable us to refine and improve our knowledge of the history of the ornamentation inherited from a period of intensive cultural exchange around the Mediterranean basin. One of the challenges we face at this research stage is the limited knowledge we have about the precise origins of the Italian Renaissance registers. The question arises as to whether they result from the diligence of Christian captives or just orders given from Italy. On the other hand, the singularity of some other marble registers composed entirely of rosettes within the palace undoubtedly deserves further discussion. Indeed, the important role of Moriscos in the history of the construction of Ottoman Algiers, as well as that of the indigenous Algerians, could provide further insight into identifying these registers.
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